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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Is it possible to train an effective face recognition model with fewer
shots that works efficiently on low-resolution faces in the wild? To
answer this question, this paper proposes a few-shot knowledge distillation approach to learn an ultrafast face recognizer via two steps.
In the first step, we initialize a simple yet effective face recognition
model on synthetic low-resolution faces by distilling knowledge
from an existing complex model. By removing the redundancies
in both face images and the model structure, the initial model can
provide an ultrafast speed with impressive recognition accuracy.
To further adapt this model into the wild scenarios with fewer faces
per person, the second step refines the model via few-shot learning
by incorporating a relation module that compares low-resolution
query faces with faces in the support set. In this manner, the performance of the model can be further enhanced with only fewer
low-resolution faces in the wild. Experimental results show that
the proposed approach performs favorably against state-of-the-arts
in recognizing low-resolution faces with an extremely low memory
of 30KB and runs at an ultrafast speed of 1,460 faces per second on
CPU or 21,598 faces per second on GPU.

Face recognition, knowledge distillation, few-shot learning
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With the development of deep learning techniques, recent deep
models have achieved remarkable performance in recognizing faces
in the wild [3]. For example, the high-resolution face recognition
model proposed in [5] gives an accuracy of 99.82% on the LFW
benchmark [18]. However, the complex architecture of this model
needs high-resolution inputs and has a huge amount of parameters,
which prevents its deployment in many real-world platforms such
as smart surveillance cameras. Although some approaches [9] have
tried to address this problem by distilling the face knowledge into a
light-weight model that runs extremely fast on low-resolution faces,
the model generalization ability, especially when only few faces
are available for a person in the wild scenarios, are not considered.
Therefore, it is necessary to revisit the problem of face recognition
in the wild from another perspective: is it possible to train an effective face recognition model with fewer shots that works efficiently
on low-resolution faces?
To answer this question, two key challenges need to be addressed
first, including poor face quality and insufficient face quantity
(see Fig. 1). The poor quality challenge means the faces obtained
by real-world platforms like surveillance cameras often suffer from
low-resolutions. As proved in [43], the missing of face details leads
to an unsatisfactory accuracy if the face recognition model is directly trained on low-resolution faces. Meanwhile, the insufficient
quantity challenge means we have fewer faces for each person
in practice (e.g., surveillance faces), and the model generalization
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by explicitly reconstructing details. Therefore, these approaches
generally achieve good recognition accuracy but suffer from intensive computation due to the extra face reconstruction process.
In contrary, the projection-based approaches implicitly encode
high-resolution details in low-resolution computation to avoid face
reconstruction. The existing approaches [22, 24, 25, 45] project
low-resolution faces into an embedding subspace that mimics highresolution behaviors. Generally, they are not designed to mimic
a pretrained model. However, the pre-learned knowledge often
contains rich high-resolution details and can guide low-resolution
recognition if being properly re-used.
To address this problem, knowledge distillation applies teacherstudent framework [9, 14, 21, 23, 27, 30, 39, 42, 49] to perform
knowledge transfer. The teacher is usually a strong yet complex
model that performs well on its private dataset, while a simpler
student is learned to mimic the teacher’s behavior, leading to maximal performance preservation and speed improvement. The key
challenge is the trade-off between speed and performance, and such
a technique provides an opportunity to convert complex models
into simple ones. However, most of existing distillation approaches
assume that teacher and student training are restricted on the same
dataset or resolution, which is not suitable in many real scenarios
where a well-pretrained teacher on an existing dataset would like
to be reused to supervise the training of a student model that can
generalize well to a new real-world dataset.

Figure 1: Motivation of our approach. We first synthesize
massive low-resolution faces to initialize an untrafast face
recognizer via knowledge distillation. This model is then
adapted to the wild scenarios by few-shot fine-tuning. In
this way, the two key challenges of poor face quality (i.e.,
missing details in low-resolution wild faces) and insufficient
face quantity (i.e., fewer faces for a person in the wild scenarios) can be well addressed.
ability should be considered as well in such a few-shot learning
scenario. By addressing these two challenges, a face recognition
model can be deployed in real-world scenarios for efficient and
effective wild face recognition.
Toward this end, we propose a novel few-shot knowledge distillation approach that adapts to the application scenarios with
both fewer-shots and lower-resolutions. As shown in Fig. 1, the approach first uses massive high-resolution faces and their resolutiondegraded versions to build a “synthetic wild” scenario, in which the
face knowledge from a pre-trained complex model can be distilled
into a simple yet effective model. Then, with a small number of
low-resolution faces in the “real wild” scenario, the approach incorporates a relation module to fine-tune the initial model to enhance
its generalization ability by comparing low-resolution query faces
with faces in the support set. In this manner, the performance of
the model can be further enhanced with only fewer low-resolution
faces in the wild. Experimental results show that the proposed approach performs impressively in recognizing low-resolution faces
in the wild, with only 30KB memory and runs at 21,598 faces per
second on GPU.
Our main contributions are three folds: 1) we propose a few-shot
distillation framework that is able to distill and adapt laboratory
models into the real wild scenarios with greatly reduced computational and memory cost; 2) we propose a relation module for
learning to fine-tune the low-resolution models to improve the generalization ability; 3) we conduct extensive experiments to show the
impressive performance of our approach in both speed, memory
cost and accuracy.

2.2

Fine-tuning and Few-Shot Learning

In many real-world multimedia applications, it is very difficult to
collect and annotate a huge number of training data. Thus, it is
necessary to exploit little available data to learn efficient models.
The common schemes include network fine-tuning that refines
pretrained networks and few-shot learning which directly trains
new networks with a small amount of examples.
Network fine-tuning approaches aim to use less data to refine the
pretrained network. For example, Robinson et al. [29] used a pretrained CNN as an off-the-shelf feature extractor and fine-tuned the
network on target data, which boosted the performance on kinship
verification and family recognition tasks. Ge et al. [10] introduced
a selective joint fine-tuning scheme to improve the performance of
deep learning tasks with insufficient training data. In their scheme,
a learning task with insufficient training data is carried out simultaneously with another learning task with abundant training data
by jointly fine-tuning shared convolutional layers for both tasks.
These approaches generally achieve improved performance when
there exist sufficient data for fine-tuning.
Unlike network fine-tuning approaches, few-shot learning approaches tend to direct train network from little available data.
Early approach [6] involved generative models with complex iterative inference strategy. More recent approaches proposed learning
a set of embedding functions that take query and sample images
and classify them in a metric space. Koch et al. [16] learned Siamese
networks to employ a unique structure to rank similarity between
inputs. Thus, the learned network can capitalize on discriminative
features to generalize the predictive ability to new unseen classes.
Borrowing the ideas from deep metric learning and augment
neural networks, Vinyals et al. [40] learned a deep network that

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Low-resolution Face Recognition
To recognize low-resolution faces, several construction-based or
projection-based approaches are proposed to exploit high-resolution
knowledge. The construction-based approaches explicitly construct
high-resolution facial details during low-resolution recognition.
Several existing approaches [4, 17, 48] propose to hallucinate or
super-resolve [15, 47] the high-resolution faces before recognition
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Figure 2: The few-shot distillation framework, which consists of two steps. The knowledge distillation step extracts the learned
knowledge about facial details from high-resolution faces with a pretrained teacher network φ t , and transfers to supervise
the learning of the student network φ s = (φ e , φc ) on synthesized low-resolution faces. The learning is performed by jointly
mimicking the distilled teacher knowledge and classifying low-resolution faces in the classification module φc in a multitask way. Then, few-shot fine-tuning step incorporates the relation module φ r to refine the embedding module φ e on a small
number of low-resolution faces from the real-wild scenarios by minimizing the relation loss measured on face pairs.

3 FEW-SHOT DISTILLATION
3.1 Problem Formulation

can map a small labelled support set and an unlabelled example to
its label. Snell et al. [32] proposed prototypical networks that learn
a metric space to shift the classification problem to the distance
comparisons to prototype representations of each class. Satorras
and Estrach [8] recently defined a graph neural network structure
that generalizes some few-shot learning models by assimilating
generic message-passing inference with their neural-network counterparts. Such an approach demonstrated the ability of graph-based
models to operate well on “relational” tasks. Finn et al. [7] proposed
model-agnostic meta-learning approach that can be compatible
with any model trained with gradient descent. This approach explicitly trained the model parameters such that a small number of
gradient steps with a small amount of training data will produce
impressive generalization capability in the target scenarios. Ravi et
al. [28] proposed an LSTM-based meta-learner to learn the exact
optimization algorithm for training another learner network. The
proposed approach thus allowed to learn an appropriate parameter
update strategy as well as a general initialization of the learner
network.

Our setting refers to transfer knowledge across models operating
at different resolutions. It needs to address two main subproblems:
1) poor face quality due to resolution degeneration and 2) insufficient face quantity due to the lack of annotated faces in the real
wild scenarios. Thus, few-shot distillation performs step-wise transfer via knowledge distillation and few-shot fine-tuning. Knowledge
distillation adopts a teacher-student scheme to distill knowledge
from a pretrained high-resolution teacher network φ t (X ; wt ) into
a much simpler low-resolution student network φ s (x; ws ) by using
j
|D |
the high-resolution face dataset DS = {X i ; {x i }dj=1 ; yi }i=1S as training examples. Here, φ s = (φ e , φc ) consists of an embedding module
φ e for feature extraction and a classification module φc for feature classification. X and x are high-resolution and low-resolution
faces, respectively. wt and ws = (we , wc ) denote model parameters of teacher and student, respectively. |DS | is the number of
high-resolution faces. For each high-resolution face X i , its identity
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label is denoted as yi ∈ C S where C S is the identity label space.
We downsample X i and augment it to d low-resolution synthetic
j
versions {x i }dj=1 . Few-shot fine-tuning takes a small face dataset

face classification and is defined as:
D (we , wm , DS ) =

|DT |
{x k ; yk }k =1

DT =
obtained in the “real wild” scenarios to refine the
embedding module φ e (x; we ). Here, the number of low-resolution
faces |DT | is much smaller than |DS |, having |DT | ≪ |DS |. The
identity label of x k is represented as yk ∈ CT . Generally, the identity
label space CT in the real wild is disjointing with the identity label
space C S in the laboratory. In summary, our few-shot distillation
is to learn a much simpler yet efficient network φ = (φ e , φc , φ r )
when given the pretrained high-resolution teacher φ t , massive highresolution faces DS and few low-resolution real faces DT . Here φ r
is the relation module. Toward this end, we perform knowledge
transfer and adaptation in a step-wise fashion, which mainly consists of knowledge distillation step and few-shot fine-tuning step,
as shown in Fig. 2. In this context, DS could be easily achieved from
many public benchmarks, meanwhile many off-the-shelf face recognition models are available and can serve as teachers. Meanwhile,
In real wild scenarios, collecting and annotating a small number
of faces is generally feasible. Therefore, our few-shot distillation
approach provides an economical and effective way to learn an
efficient model for facilitating low-resolution face recognition in
the wild.

3.2

(3)
where f (·; wm ) is the feature transformation function to force the
generated feature maps from embedding module into mimicking
features which have the same dimension with knowledge features
generated from the teacher model. We adopt a fully-connected
mimicking layer to perform this transformation.
After training, the student network is learned to mimic the capability of the teacher network on high-resolution face recognition
in laboratory but carried on low-resolution synthetic faces. Thus, it
could well recognize the low-resolution synthetic faces. However,
directly applying such a student network on low-resolution faces in
the real-wild scenarios will suffer from unsatisfactory performance
due to the different face distributions in the laboratory and in the
wild. Therefore, the student network needs to be refined to adapt
in the real-wild scenarios with fewer shots.

3.3

(1)

where ws = (we , wc ) and wm ⊂ wc is the parameters of the
mimicking layer. The influences of face classification loss C and the
distillation loss D are combined together with equal importance
to form a multi-task learning problem. C is defined on the lowresolution synthetic faces
|D
d
S|Õ
Õ



j
ℓ φ s (x i ; ws ), y(yi ) ,

Few-Shot Fine-tuning

Different from traditional model fine-tuning approaches, few-shot
fine-tuning aims to address the subproblem of insufficient face
quantity by fine-tuning the student network with only a small
number of faces. To achieve that, we incorporate a relation module
φ r with the embedding module φ e to exploit a limited number of
wild faces by enforcing the comparisons between face pairs. Fewshot fine-tuning simulates the task of few-shot classifier learning.
The task formally adopts the face dataset DT as a training set to
construct two extra sets: a support set and a testing set. The support
set and testing set share the same label space, while the training
set has its own label space that is disjoint with support/testing set.
If the support set contains l labelled examples for each of c unique
classes, the few-shot learning problem is called c-way l-shot.
In principle, we can train or fine-tune a classifier with the training set only. However, due to the lack of labelled examples, the
performance of such a classifier is usually not satisfactory. Therefore we instead perform meta-learning on the training set, in order
to refine transferrable knowledge that will allow us to perform
better few-shot learning on the support set and thus classify the
testing set more successfully. In this way, the learned knowledge
has good transferability and could be well generalized to facilitate
face recognition in new scenarios.
Toward this end, our few-shot fine-tuning takes an alternative
way to exploit the training set by mimicking the few-shot learning
setting [37, 40]. In each training iteration, an episode is formed
by randomly selecting c classes from the training set with l labelled examples from each of the c classes to act as the example set
n (n = l ×c), as well as a fraction of the remainder of
E = {(x i , yi )}i=1
those c classes’ examples to serve as the query set Q = {(x j , y j )}m
j=1 .
This design of the example/query set split aims to simulate the support/testing set that will be encountered at test time. During the
training, example x j in the query set Q and examples x i in the
example set E are fed through the embedding module φ e , generating feature maps φ e (x j ; we ) and φ e (x i ; we ). The feature maps
are concatenated along depth and fed into the relation module φ r ,

Knowledge distillation addresses the subproblem of poor face
quality where the missing high-resolution knowledge is distilled
from the pretrained teacher network φ t and transferred to supervise
the learning of the much simpler student network φ s = (φ e , φc )
by using the high-resolution face dataset DS . In this context, the
student network should accept and compress the teacher knowledge by taking two considerations into account. First, it should
mimic high-resolution knowledge of the teacher network which is
generally learned from massive private faces. Second, it should be
able to identify the low-resolution synthetic faces at a fast inference
speed. Following the knowledge distillation approaches [14, 30],
we ask the student to approximate the high-resolution knowledge
during inference and jointly perform feature regression and face
classification in a unified way:

C (ws , DS ) =

j

∥φ t (X i ; wt ) − f (φc (x i ; wc ); wm )∥22 ,

i=1 j=1

Knowledge Distillation

min C (ws , DS ) + D (we , wm , DS ) ,
ws

|D
d
S|Õ
Õ

(2)

i=1 j=1

where ℓ (·, ·) is the cross-entropy classification loss, and y(yi ) is
the one-hot groundtruth identity for X i . The distillation loss D
enforces the features to mimic the original features’ behavior on
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which eventually produces a relation score in range of 0 and 1
which represents the similarity between x i and x j . Thus, the c-way
one-shot setting can produce c relation scores r i, j for the relation
between one query input x j and training set examples x i ,
r i, j = φ r ([φ e (x i ; we ), φ e (x j ; we )]; wr ), i = 1, 2, ..., n

(4)

where [·, ·] is the concatenation operator. For l-shot where l > 1,
we element-wise average over the embedding module outputs of all
examples from each training class to form this class’s feature map.
This average-pooled class-wise feature map is combined with the
query feature map via concatenation operation. Thus, the number
of relation scores for one query is always c in one/few-shot setting.
We use square error measure the relation loss R and train the
network by regressing the relation score r i, j to the groundtruth:
similarity 1 for matched pairs and similarity 0 for mismatched pairs.
R ({we , wr }; DT ) =

n Õ
m
Õ
(r i, j − 1(yi == y j ))2 .

(5)

i=1 j=1

In this way, we conceptually consider the prediction of relation
scores as a regression problem, which turns the classification problem to the learning of a metric space that is suitable to compare the
face pairs in face verification task [33].

3.4

Implementation Details

Teacher network. Many off-the-shelf face recognition models are
available and can serve as teachers in principle. In this work, we
adopt the most recent architecture ArcFace [5] as teacher network.
The network is pretrained on CASIA-WebFace dataset [46] and
MS1MV2 (a semi-automatic refined version of the MS-Celeb-1M
dataset [13]), takes 112 × 112 resolution faces as input and has a 512
embedding feature dimension. We assume that its private datasets
cannot be accessed and no retraining or fine-tuning is performed
on it during evaluation.
Few-shot distillation network. The few-shot distillation network is composed of the embedding module φ e , the classification
module φc and the relation module φ r in an end-to-end architecture, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the network can flexibly serve
as compact face representation, face classification and face comparison. φ e and φ r are designed by a light-weight architecture
similar to [37]. The classification module φc is used to transform
the embedding feature maps into 512d feature vectors to mimic
the teacher knowledge, following by an 8, 419d identity layer for
compact face representation and an softmax layer for face classification. The embedding module takes as input a low-resolution face
and output an embedding feature map. The architecture has four
convolutional layers, two max pooling layers, interleaved by batch
normalization and ReLU activations. The relation module takes as
input an embedding feature concatenation and output a relation
score. The architecture has two convolutional layers following by
batch normalization and ReLU activations, two max pooling layers,
and two fully-connected layers that follow a ReLU activation and a
Sigmoid activation, respectively. With this design, the amounts of
parameters of the embedding module, the classification module and
the relation module are 112.32K, 524.29K and 111.24K, respectively,
leading to a total parameter amount of 747.85K, which is only 1.93%
of the size of ArcFace teacher with 37.8M.

Figure 3: The network architecture for few-shot distillation
framework.

Training scheme. Since the numbers of labelled examples used for
network training and network fine-tuning are highly unbalanced,
we do not perform the network learning jointly but step-wisely.
All the weights in the modules are initialized via Xavier’s method.
During student training, the student network is first pretrained
on the low-resolution synthetic faces with only classification task
and then fine-tuned with the supervision from the high-resolution
teacher knowledge in a multi-task fashion. Low-resolution training
images are achieved by downsampling high-resolution ones and
augmenting to simulate the degeneration at various levels, and we
set d = 9. Batch normalization is performed to accelerate convergence speed. We use stochastic gradient descent to train the student
network. The batch size and learning rate are set as 256 and 0.001,
respectively.
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Table 1: Face verification results on LFW. Our models yields
good accuracy when costing much less parameters and
working at lower resolution.

After that, the embedding module is initialized from the trained
student network and then cascades the relation module to form
a few-shot learning setting. With a small number of labelled lowresolution faces DT , the relation module is trained and the embedding module is fine-tuned simultaneously. In this way, the embedding module can inherit the powerful high-resolution recognition
ability from the teacher network and adapt knowledge to identify
low-resolution faces in the real wild scenarios.

4

Model
DeepFace [38]
DeepID [35]
DeepID2 [33]
FaceNet [31]
VGGFace [26]
MobileID [23]
SphereFace [20]
ShiftFaceNet [44]
CosFace [41]
VGGFace2 [2]
ArcFace [5]
SKD [9]
OUR-E
OUR-R

EXPERIMENTS

To validate the proposed few-shot distillation approach, we conduct
experiments on three public benchmarking datasets: UMDFaces [1],
LFW (Labeled Faces in the Wild) [18] and UCCS (UnConstrained
College Students) [12]. Specially, all our models are for very low
resolution face recognition at 16 × 16 input. All our experiments
are conducted using a NVIDIA K80 GPU and a single-core 2.6 GHZ
Intel CPU.
UMDFaces contains 367,888 images in 8,419 subjects, which is collected from Internet and serves as the high-resolution face dataset
(i.e., the laboratory environment with massive high-resolution faces
per subject). We adopt ArcFace as teacher network and thus we
preprocess all the images from UMDFaces like ArcFace that first
uses the MTCNN [50] to detect the face landmarks and then the
face images are aligned, cropped and resized into two resolution
versions: 112 × 112 and 16 × 16. The 112 × 112 high-resolution
versions are fed into ArcFace teacher network for knowledge extraction while the low-resolution versions are used to pretrain the
student network. Among all these high and low-resolution face
images, 80% of them are randomly selected for training and the rest
for evaluation.
LFW contains 13,233 images in 5,749 subjects, where 3,000 positive and 3,000 negative face pairs are picked to evaluate face models.
To this end, the face images are preprocessed with the same method
as UMDFaces, with only 16×16 versions are used. The performance
is reported as the classification accuracy.
UCCS contains 16,149 images in 1,732 subjects. It is a very difficult dataset with various levels of challenges, including blurry
image, occluded appearance and bad illumination. Following the setting as [43], we randomly select a 180-subject subset, and randomly
separate the images into the training and testing set according to
a ratio of 4:1. Finally, we get 3,918 images for training and 907
images for testing. Except from the 180-way subset, we randomly
choose a 885-subjects for few-shot fine-tuning. On this dataset we
compare the proposed approach with the state-of-the-arts on face
identification task, following the standard top-K error metric.
In general, the high-resolution face images are available from
many public datasets (e.g., UMDFaces) along with many off-theself face models proposed, which fulfills the training of students
by transferring knowledge from high-resolution public faces to
synthesized low-resolution ones. As a result, the trained students
could well recognize low-resolution synthetic faces. Meanwhile, a
small number of faces in the real wild scenario (e.g., surveillance
scenario) can be collected and annotated in an effective manner. In
this way, these faces could be used to further enhance the model
learning for adaptation.

4.1

Acc.(%)
97.35
97.45
99.15
99.63
98.95
98.37
99.42
96.0
99.73
99.53
99.82
85.87
92.47
93.96

Resolution
152×152
39×31
55×47
96×96
224×224
55×47
112×96
224×224
112×96
224×224
112×112
16×16
16×16
16×16

#Para.
120M
17M
10M
140M
138M
2M
37M
0.78
37M
26M
37.8M
0.79M
0.11M
0.11M

Year
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2017
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
-

Knowledge Distillation on UMDFaces

We first illustrate the superiority of our approach through knowledge distillation step on UMDFace. We consider two cases: 1) training student network directly on low-resolution synthetic faces
without distillation, and 2) training student network by jointly performing low-resolution face classification and feature regression
with distillation from ArcFace [5]. Since our final objective is transferring knowledge from high-resolution face models to facilitate
the efficient recognition of low-resolution faces, we adopt a lightweight student network to accept the teacher knowledge which
may not perform well on low-resolution synthetic faces. In our
experiment, the student model in case 1 achieves a classification
accuracy of 67.59% on the UMDFace verification set while the case
2 model achieves 73.58% classification accuracy. Therefore, the usage of knowledge distillation increased the classification accuracy
by 5.99%, implying the effectiveness of distillation on knowledge
transfer.

4.2

Face Verification on LFW

In order to evaluate the performance of our low-resolution face
models on face verification task, we conduct experiment on the LFW
dataset and compare with state-of-the-arts. In our experiment, we
check two cases: 1) OUR-E uses the learned embedding module as
feature extractor to extract the feature vectors of all 6,000 face pairs
and then computes the cosine similarities between the face pairs,
and 2) OUR-R adopts the embedding module for feature extraction
and the relation module for similarity comparison. With a pre-set
threshold, if the similarity of two faces is greater than the threshold,
it is determined to be the same person; otherwise, it is determined
to be a different person. The accuracy of LFW is the correct pairs
percentage of the total sample.
Following the evaluation protocol, we first compare several
state-of-the-art models (DeepFace [38], DeepID [35], DeepID2 [33],
FaceNet [31],VGGFace [26] and ArcFace [5]) working at normal
resolution. The results are shown in Tab. 1. From the results, we
can see that the normal-resolution face models always achieve
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Models

Figure 4: The performance of various models on UCCS.
high accuracy but cost much more parameters. Specially, even for
the face models DeepID and DeepID2 which work in the medium
face resolution setting, they integrate dozens of models to achieve
good results, leading to 155× and 91× parameters to our models
respectively. When costing much less parameters and working at a
lower resolution, our models still yield good accuracy. For example,
compared to their teacher ArcFace [5], OUR-R model has a only
5.86% drop on recognition accuracy while with a 7× resolution
degradation and 344× model parameter reduction.
We also compare with one most recent state-of-the-art SKD (Selective Knowledge Distillation) model [9] working at a resolution
of 16 × 16. The SDK model selectively distilled high-resolution
knowledge from VGGFace [26] as teacher and achieved 85.87%
recognition accuracy when costing 0.79M parameters. By contrast,
our models distill high-resolution knowledge from ArcFace [5] as
teacher that has higher accuracy than VGGFace and works at a 1/2
lower resolution and then are fine-tuned by relation regularization.
Thus, despite having 7× parameters reduction, our models OUR-E
and OUR-R achieve an accuracy improvement of 6.60% and 8.09%,
respectively. We suspect that the better teacher knowledge as supervision and extra model refinement may enable better feature
representation. Moreover, the OUR-R model has a little improvement of 1.49% on accuracy against OUR-E due to better similarity
measure, implying that the joint distillation and fine-tuning can
consistently improve recognition performance.

4.3

faces and then performed recognition with a high-resolution model
pretrained on extra data, achieving a high accuracy of 93.40%.
We follow similar experimental settings, randomly dividing the
180-subject subset into training set and testing set, where face images are normalized to 16 × 16 and the identities in two sets are
exclusive, fine-tuning the embedding module and its following layers, and performing evaluation on the testing set. We train various
networks with different few-shot settings (5 or 20-way and 1 or
5-shot). The resulting models are represented as cWlS-L-P. Here,
c is the way number and l is the shot number. L ∈ {F,DF} denotes
as the learning setting where F represents only few-shot learning
without distillation while DF represents joint distillation and fewshot fine-tuning. P ∈ {A,U} denotes the preprocessing method
on the input faces with alignment (A) or without alignment (U).
We also train a model ALL-DF-A that uses all training examples to
fine-tune the distilled network.
The results are shown in Fig. 4, from which we can obtain several meaningful observations. First, the accuracy is gradually improving when trained with examples from more ways and more
shots, as expected. Specially, the model 20W5S-DF-A delivers a
higher accuracy of 93.50% than LRFRW and comparable with the
model ALL-DF-A where all the low-resolution wild faces are used
to fine-tune, implying that the proposed approach works well on
recognizing low-resolution faces in the wild. Second, the models
learned with few-shot distillation outperform the ones with fewshot learning, indicating that the distillation process can bring
in high-resolution knowledge to facilitate the recognition of lowresolution faces. Third, by the boosted recognition accuracy through
alignment preprocessing on input faces along with the high accuracy achieved by LRFRW via high-resolution reconstruction, we
suspect that data generation can further improve the model performance and some generative models (e.g., generative adversarial
networks (GAN) [11]) may be used in the subsequent work.
To further investigate our few-shot distillation approach, we
dive into the effect of various components on the recognition performance, including the introduction of teacher knowledge, distillation step and fine-tuning step. From the Fig. 5, we can see that the
model 5W5S-F-A trained only on low-resolution wild faces without
teacher knowledge gives a much lower accuracy, implying that the

Face Identification on UCCS

In the final experiment, we first make comparisons with state-ofthe-arts on the low-resolution face identification task by using the
challenging UCCS dataset. On this dataset, we directly compare
with the VLRR (Very Low-Resolution Recognition) [43], SKD [9] and
LRFRW (Low-Resolution Face Recognition in the Wild) [19], which
are three state-of-the-art low-resolution face recognition models
that work at resolution 16 × 16. The best model of VLRR was trained
on a 180-subject subset via layer-by-layer greedy learning, and the
optimal reported error-rate is 40.97% at top-1 and 22.35% at top-5.
SKD first selectively distilled knowledge from teacher network and
then was fine-tuned on the training set, leading to an accuracy
of 81.92% on testing set. LRFRW first super-resolved the input
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Accuracy (%)

Table 2: Inference memory and speed. GPU: Nvidia K80,
CPU: Intel 2.6GHZ

93.83

94

92.5

92
90
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90.63

92.72

91.07

89.75

Model

Memory (MB)

ArcFace [5]
MobileID [23]
ShiftFaceNet [44]
SKD [9]
LRFRW [19]
OUR

35.4
1.83
13.3
0.15
93.0
0.03

88
86

84.34

84
82

Speed (faces per second)
GPU
CPU
112
9,433
21,598

250
418
1,460

Models

memory footprint of 13.3MB. By contrast, our model only costs
0.22% of memory footprint.
Finally, we compare with two most recent state-of-the-art face
recognition models working at a very low resolution of 16 × 16,
including SKD [9] and LRFRW [19]. SKD selectively distilled a
lightweight model for low-resolution face recognition. When the
SKD model is extremely fast and low memory footprint, our model
is 2.3× faster on GPU and 3.5× faster on CPU, with only 19.33% of
memory footprint. LRFRW first applied super-resolution operation
to the input image and then used VGGFace to extract the feature.
Without considering the super-resolution module, the single feature
extraction module also occupies 93MB in memory footprint, which
is among 3,027× larger that our model.

Figure 5: The effect of various components on performance
on UCCS.

extra knowledge transfer could be valuable. By contrast, the models
ZERO-C-A and ZERO-D-A that are trained only on massive highresolution examples with only classification and with distillation
but not fine-tuning on examples from the real-wild perform worse
than their joint distillation and fine-tuning counterparts (5W5SC-A and 5W5S-D-A as well as ALL-C-A and ALL-D-A), showing
that the transferred knowledge can be adapted with fewer available examples. We also find in Fig. 5 that the models refined on
few examples can achieve comparable accuracy with the ones finetuned on all training examples, demonstrating the effectiveness of
our approach. In particular, considering the availability of off-theself teacher networks, massive high-resolution examples as well as
fewer low-resolution examples, our few-shot distillation approach
provides an effective and practical way to learn efficient models for
low-resolution face recognition.

4.4

5

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel few-shot distillation approach to solve
low-resolution face recognition tasks in the wild due to poor face
quality and insufficient face quantity. The core of this approach is
the step-wise knowledge distillation framework and few-shot finetuning for effective knowledge transfer and adaptation, which distill
the teacher knowledge to supervise the training of the students
to achieve the preservation of the discriminative high-resolution
details and then incorporate a relation module to refine the network in a few-shot learning setting. Extensive experimental results
show that the proposed approach is able to transfer informative
high-resolution knowledge from the teacher to the student and be
refined with few data, leading to significantly light-weight models
for very low resolution recognition with much fewer parameters
and ultrafast inference speed. In the future work, we will explore
the possibility of integrating generative models with our few-shot
distillation approach.

Speed Analysis

In the above statement, we propose a lightweight network that
performs well on low-resolution face recognition. As shown in
Table. 2, our model achieves 21,598 faces per second on the GPU
and 1,460 faces per second on the CPU with only 0.03MB memory
footprint. To illustrate the efficiency of our approach, we compare
with several recent state-of-the-arts.
We first compare with the teacher ArcFace [5], which is the
most recent model working at normal resolution and achieves a
very high accuracy of 99.82% on LFW benchmark. Compared with
ArcFace, our method costs only 0.08% of the memory but with 131×
faster on GPU.
We further compare with two recent lightweight face recognition
models (MobileID [23] and ShiftFaceNet [44]) that have appeared
under the requirement of deployment on resources-limited devices.
MobileID adopts a tiny network as student to selectively distill the
neurons of DeepID2+ [36] and DeepID3 [34]. Compared with it, our
model achieves 3.7× faster on CPU when with only 1.58% of memory
footprint. ShiftFaceNet uses “shift” operation to greatly reduce the
amount of network parameters, which is only 0.78M. However, the
network is deep and input is larger, leading to a relatively large
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